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The aim of this Update is to keep you regularly informed of matters relating to the Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

This Newsletter is sent to all National Federations affiliated to the FEI, participating NOCs & NPCs, Rio 2016 OC’s Equestrian Sport Team, FEI RIO 2016 appointed TDs, other stakeholders involved in the Rio Olympic Games and FEI Headquarters.
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NOMINATED ENTRY LIST FOR OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC GAMES RIO 2016

The FEI has today published the “long lists”, or nominated entries, of Athletes and Horses of the 43 nations qualified for the Rio 2016 Olympic and the 30 nations qualified for Paralympic Games.

They are available on FEI.org:

- Olympic Games Nominated Entry List
- Paralympic Games Nominated Entry List

GUIDELINES ON AUTHORISED IDENTIFICATION

Together with the IOC, the FEI has finalised a document explaining the guidelines for the FEI Athlete’s Uniforms Guidelines for Equestrian Sport for Olympic Games at Rio, based on the IOC Rule 50. Please find them here.